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Different people of course focus in 
different ways.  For the next newslet-
ter I’m interested to hear how others 
focus on their Karate and also what 
motivates your training. 
 
Please email Sensei@isshinryu.ca or 
have your instructor collect re-
sponses in your Dojo to be included. 

Over the years of training, I’ve fre-
quently thought to myself that I don’t 
have enough time to practice the wide 
variety of my Martial Arts interests as 
I’d like.  Combining fighting, grap-
pling, Kata, Bunkai, Self Defense, and 
the various weapons, in addition to 
physical exercises is far more than a 
full time job. 
 
So, when time is at a premium, mak-
ing the most of your training time is 
critical. Rather than be discouraged 
about things you can’t work on, in-
stead make sure you are focusing on 
perfecting the skills you are able to. 
 
The way to do it is pick attainable 
goals and work on them.  Don’t ignore 
the bigger picture, but by focusing on 
being great at one Kata, or improving 
your pushups instead of generally 
getting in shape, or improving your 
katas will give you an improved sense 
of focus and make it easy to set per-
sonal targets. 
 

Seminars 

May 16-18th, Isshin-
ryu Karate Expo, 
Thunder Bay, ON 

The Canadian Isshinryu Way 
Everything Karate & Kobudo 

ATTENTION NEEDED! 

 

Do you know of someone great in  
Isshinryu?  If so, please e-mail Sen-
sei@isshinryu.ca with the contact details 
to be profiled in future newsletters. 

Sharpen the Focus 

Upcoming Events 

Essential Isshinryu has been  
Released! 

For more information on the first 
Canadian Isshinryu book, visit 
www.essentialisshinryu.com! 
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The Codes of Isshinryu are a key set of guiding 
principles that are largely shared across Okina-
wan Karate and other Asian martial arts. 
 
I believe there is great value in understanding 
the principles and making a sincere attempt to 
apply them both in your Karate training and 
daily life. 
 
In order to help you appreciate the values they 
present, this article will focus on the history of 
the codes, while future articles will explain the 
importance of individual codes. 
 
Shimabuku Sensei 
 
To be clear, the codes as they exist in Isshinryu 
were introduced by Shimabuku Tatsuo Sensei 
and were modified slightly from their original 
versions to match his understanding of them. 
 
As a young man, Shimabuku studied with his 
uncle Ganeku, who was skilled as a fortune teller 
as well as a martial artist.  During this time, he 
would have the opportunity to study a key book 
in the history of Asian Martial Arts, the Bubishi, 
also known as the Bible of Karate.  It is an old 
Chinese text that outlines philosophy, strategy, 
medicine and techniques of Chinese martial arts. 
 
Within these pages is an article entired, the 
Eight Precepts of Quanfa (Kung Fu)  
 
1. The human mind is one with heaven and 
earth 

2. Our blood circulation parallels the solar and 
lunar cycles of each day 

3. Inhaling represents softness while exhaling 
characterizes hardness 

4. Adapt to changing conditions 

5. Response must result without conscious 
thought 

6. Distancing and posture dictates the outcome 
of the meeting 

7. See what is unseeable 

8. Expect what is unexpected 

 

Anyone familiar with the Isshinryu Codes immedi-
ately sees the connection. 

As well, as being included in Isshinryu, they also 
appear slightly modified in other styles of Karate 
including Funakoshi Gichin’s Shotokan as popular-
ized in Japan. 

One important change, shared by both Funakoshi 
and Shimabuku is the interchanging of mind with 
heart.  Luckily their shared alteration is an easy 
one to explain based on Okinawan Culture. 

All students of Isshinryu should readily under-
stand the concept of ‘shin’ as it’s the key part of 
Isshinryu. Meaning Heart or Mind.  Early transla-
tions of Isshinryu were often confused and trans-
lated as One Heart/One Mind Method instead of 
the commonly accepted One Heart Way. 

This is a direct result of ‘shin’ being both in the 
Okinawan language and understanding. Heart and 
Mind are a single concept and as such a single 
word is used for both. 

Other changes made may be a result of his per-
sonal understanding or alterations made to suit 
his style of Karate, or his American students. But, 
without a doubt the Codes of Isshinryu (or Kenpo 
Gokui as they are historically known) are very 
important for all Isshinryu Karate practitioners to 
understand and apply. 

The Codes of Isshinryu 

The codes of Isshinryu Karate written in Kanji 
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My Life as a Martial Arts Student, OSU!!! 
By Hanshi Albert Mady 

Hello everyone, I have been thinking about writing 
a book for a long time, I don't know if I ever will but 
I am going to start with this. A little each day and 
see what happens. 

It all started back in the late sixties, around 1968. A 
grade school friend of mine, Wesley Robinson, 
heard about a Judo class that was opening up in the 
basement of an apartment building close to where 
we lived. It sparked my interest; I was always into 
sports in grade school, loved phys ed class and 
thought this would be something I would enjoy. I 
went to the class; the room was a cold, cement 
floors, block walls and on the floor were very thin 
mats. The instructor was Japanese. Many 

have told me it was Sensei Louis Furukawa, a very 
well respect and outstanding Judo-ka right up to his 
passing a few years ago. The Furukawa dojo, with 
long time Sensei Marcel Dejenais, moved into 
Mady's dojo 8 years ago, 2005. It is now known as 
Terra Nova dojo; the instructor is Brad Parsons. The 
training was completely different to anything I had 
done before, running around a parking lot bare foot, 
getting thrown down, break fall after break fall on 
those thin mats, learning Japanese traditions and 
terms for everything we did and then Randori. I 
caught on quickly and loved it. I really don't re-
member why I stopped. I think that dojo closed and 
moved. 
I was always one of the smallest in my class at 
School. I was well liked, had friends and was an 
athlete but there was always a few idiots that 

would pick on me, until one day. 

 I had a teacher in school, Mr. Smith; He taught 
many subjects, coached many of the school teams 
and taught gym class. One day he brought some 
boxing gloves to gym class, put them on me and I 
bloodied the first kid’s nose. Then he started us on 
wrestling, that was great. Mr. Smith pitted me 
against one of the so called tough guys in school, 
knowing I was physically very strong for my size 
and how athletic I was, good genetics I guess. Well 
the match started and lasted about 10 seconds; I 
shot in pick the tough guy up slammed him to the 
mat 

and pinned him. He just laid there for a bit wonder-
ing what just happened to him. Mr. Smith raised my 
hand in victory and looked at the class and said, 
"He can do that to anyone in this school". I never 
got picked on by those idiots again. 

In the sixties there was a TV show called The Green 
Hornet, co-staring a martial arts guy named Bruce 
Lee. My neighbors, a Chinese family, loved the show 
because here was a Chinese man who was the real 
star of the show, doing stuff that we had never 
really seen before on television. I would sit there 
with my friends watching this show every week and 
we would try to copy the moves. My cousin, 
Sammy, came out of Vietnam unfortunately injured 
but alive, when he recovered he came to my par-
ents houses to see us, he had studied the martial 
arts in the military and was a black belt in Shorin-
ryu, Sammy showed me some techniques and I 
loved it.  

Soon after, around 1970, my father took me to a 
couple martial arts studios near one of his restau-
rants which was very good, but I found one that 
was a short bus ride away from my house, The Oki-
nawan Karate School of Windsor, Isshinryu Karate.  

The chief instructor was Sensei Robert Markovich,  
along with Albin, Kim Kristy, and Bob Charlebois.  It 
was an outstanding dojo, with good dedicated,  in-
structors who I still see today. Hanshi Markovich is 
now a Ku Dan, in Isshinryu Karate and Ni Dan  in 
Modern Arnis, he runs three classes a week at,  
my/his dojo. My introduction to Isshinryu Karate 
was a great start to my martial arts journey, I was 
in dojo that had a children program and that also 
had legitimate, dedicated, martial arts instructors 
teaching the classes. 

Even back then, as we have today, there were 
McDojos;  I hate that stuff. There were little dojo 
wars. Some  of the Isshinryu practitioners back in 
the day were  sometimes very bad boys, actually 
going to some of the other schools and asking if 
they could spar. But it was more than that, they 
would go to prove a point, and most of the time 
they did. We were known as groin kickers. Yes we 
were, and we did it in dojo sparing and in our tour-
naments. Nowadays you can't do that because of 
insurance purposes and because people have sof-
tened up; put on a cup and fight! 

 I was taught by all the black belts and by many of 
the senior students in the dojo, I caught on quickly 
and learned all my basics in the first week, then 
quickly moved on to Sanchin kata. At the time, it 
was the first kata taught in our dojo. Many of the 
black belts took me under their wing, helped me 

(Continued on page 4) 
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developed, and whatever they taught me I would 
practice and practice and practice again. We didn't 
have a lot of sparing gear back then, and the fight-
ing was always, fast, hard and energetic; most of 
the time we were trying to copy Bruce Lee. The 
sounds and kias that came out of us were wild. We 
each had our own distinct sound, but that was the 
way it was; we saw it, we heard it, we copied it. We 
enjoyed our training.  

I was eventually moved up to the adult program, ok, 
I was kicked out of the children program because I 
made a lot of them cry during sparing, what can I 
say. Well, the adults got a hold of me and kicked my 
ass up and down the dojo, it wasn't long before I 
made a few of them cry. Yes, I could fight but as 
Master Harry Acklin told me that fighting was only 
5% of the training. At first I didn't understand it, but 
as I good student I listened and did what he asked. 
Training and studying kata, learning to apply every-
thing that I learned, in time I understood. The first 
day in the dojo, learning to step and punch, that 
simple but at the same time very complex lesson, 
was teaching me to be a better fighter. The patients 
to let things progress naturally, in good time, is a 
trait that I see very little of it in today's students of 
the martial arts, especially in many of the MMA play-
ers. Everyone gets bored quickly, looking for magic, 
sorry children there isn't any magic, keep working 
and your time will come, rush it and you won't be in 
the game very long. True martial arts is a life long 
journey, the problem is that we live in a fast food 
society, instant pleasure, everybody wants it now, 
so they are easily mislead. There are very few lead-
ers today and too many sheep that pretend to be 
leaders, they make promises and rarely follow 
through, when they do, it is only because they found 
personal gain in the venture. Granted, no one does 
anything for nothing, as a business we must pay our 
bills and support our family, but truly doing for the 
love of it and for the athlete/student along with sup-
porting your family, is the more honorable path. 

I moved up in rank slowly, there was no rush, some 
of the delay in promotions was due to the fact that 
we had to have testing dates approved by our in-
structors from the Detroit area. I was 17, when after 
meetings and discussions about me I was allowed to 
test for Sho dan, not a Jr. but for Sho dan, back 
then they did not allow children to have black belts, 
unfortunately today we do. They may have the 
moves but they don't have the real talent, mind set, 
dedication, maturity maturity and loyalty to their art 

or their Sensei. I am very slow at promoting  people 
these days, because I have made the mistakes with 
at least 3 people that I should have never promoted. 
Just a word of advice to the dojo owners out there, 
If a parent becomes to pushy and bugs the hell out 
of you about their child's promotions, tell them to go 
to another school, I should have done that. Some 
think that because they have trophies, that they add 
up to a black belt, NOT SO. We all know how some 
of these awards are issued, someone lobbies like 
crazy, kisses ass and then you get an award, unfor-
tunate, but again those people should have never 
been black belts. When you get someone who 
bounces from dojo to dojo, remember back in the 
day, we called them Dojo Hoppers, they were never 
respected. If they got screwed around by their dojo, 
ripped off and so on, that is a person I can take in, 
the person who thought they were better than eve-
ryone else, and they were not, is the one you don't 
want. Back to my promotion to Sho dan, boy did 
they make me work and I am happy about that, I 
testing in Windsor under my direct Sensei's then I 
was required to go to Detroit to test under Sensei 
LLoyd Russette who was our direct Chief instructor 
for our group. There was Kata testing, but that day 
was more of a brawl for it all. When you tested in 
Detroit, you had to be able to fight, if you couldn't 
you were dead meat. I loved that training, REAL KA-
RATE. Then I had to go to Cleveland Ohio to test un-
der Master Harry Acklin, I didn't have my drivers 
license yet so, my friend and dojo mate, Lamon Ker-
sey drove me to Cleveland, where he also tested for 
Ni dan. That was a nerve racking day, there we were 
with one of the most knowledgeable Isshinryu Kata 
men in the world. We did fine, we passed. Today, I 
see people kissing ass for rank, lying to get rank 
from people they don't know, and those people actu-
ally passing out rank as if it were candy at Hallow-
een. Halloween is about pretending, isn't it. LOL. 
Well, I know one thing, those people who did not 
work for the rank or only have rank on paper, had 
better stand far to my left and not even consider 
being an equal. Those who have GIVEN RANKS 
AWAY, shame on you, you have been used, once 
your  signature goes on a document, you have given 
low lives legitimacy, well, not in my books or my 
dojo. 
 
Practical Martial Arts 

I have had the opportunity to travel and train with 

(Continued on page 5) 

My Life as a Martial Arts Student, OSU!!! 
By Hanshi Albert Mady 
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My Life as a Martial Arts Student, OSU!!! 
By Hanshi Albert Mady 

many great instructors in many places, I am lucky 
to have had the education in the martial arts that I 
have had so far. I have trained in, Judo, Isshinryu, 
Shorinryu, Shorinji, Ryu Kyu Kempo, Toyama Ryu 
Iaido, Boxining, Kickboxing, Wrestling, Kyokushin 
Kai and many other systems. Rank is not something 
I sought after; I was and am after knowledge, a 
great workout and enjoying what I am doing. My 
training opened up a few doors for work while I was 
in high school and college, I worked as a security 
person, door man, bouncer or what ever you want 
to call the position. I worked in some very rough 
places and continued my martial arts education, 
while at the same time educating so called tough 
guys. I turned the negative bouncing days into a 
positive by passing on my practical knowledge to 
people and groups that I teach. As I tell them, 
THEORIES WILL GET YOU KILLED, learn from some-
one who has been there and done that and that, I 
have done. I have seen students, fighters, dojos, 
come and go, I am still here and will continue to go 
on. A lot of people like to call themselves fighters, 
some but very few truly are, but until they have 
been in situations without a referee and the only 
rules are those that my prevent someone from tak-
ing a situation to a level that they thought they 
would never be capable of going. They can call 
themselves fighters when they have had guns and 
knives pulled on them, base ball bats swung at 
them, beer bottles thrown at them, rolled in broken 
glass in a brawl, fight gangs, fight punks who are 
messed up on drugs, fight off multiple opponents all 
trying to swarm you and beat your brains in, take 
on legitimate death threats and many, many more 
situations, then come out on top each and every 
time, at least 300 times, then I will call you a 
fighter. I respect those that train, compete, train for 
the just in case situations, train for better health 
and peace of mind, but please don't give me your 
theories about real no rules confrontations. There 
are a lot of people who can punch, kick, throw, 

choke etc. but what makes someone different in a real 
life and death situation is the mind set, the attitude, 
being able and willing to do whatever has to be done. 

Here are a few war stories, I bounced at many places, 
I did look for the jobs, I was actually called to come in 
and clean out a few bars that were have some serious 
problems. I was young and foolish I guess, but it was 
quite a challenge and one hell of a good time, oh ya, 
and an education. I will start with my first fight at a 
place called THE RIV, run by some great people who 
became great friends. At the time I was working at the 
St. Clair College pub, in the 70's it was a great place 
to go. I wasn't working one night so me and a few 
friends decided to go to this bar called the RIV, we 
were sitting on the games room side of the bar and 
saw a gentleman have a bit of a hard time with a good 
sized jerk, well we realized this gentleman was one of 
the owners of the bar, we called him Little Joe. I saw 
he was having a hard time and told him that if he 
needed me and my friends/students/bouncers, we 
would help him out if needed. We and I never liked to 
get into any confrontations on our night off but Little 
Joe was having a bit of trouble, it turned out he 
needed our help. I escorted the big jerk out the front 
doors without much difficulty, unfortunately this jerk 
decided he want to fight with all his buddies around, 
he put up his hands, I actually started to laugh, I 
never underestimated anyone, but this guy was a 
joke. He moved on me, I hit him with a right cross, he 
dropped and it was over. Here is the funny thing, sev-
eral years later I ran into a guy with a long scar on his 
left cheek bone area, he introduced himself and asked 
me if I knew where he got his scar, he reminded me of 
the situation at the RIV, he apologized for being and 
ass. He said he admired how quickly and easily I put 
him down and then just walked away, he expected me 
to hit him again, but there was no need. He said that 
situation has changed him and he never got into fights 
again. THIS WAS JUST A MILD EVENT, BUT EVERY-
THING HAS TO HAVE A BEGINNING, 

Chitora Dojo Promotions 
 

On September 10th, 2013, Adrianna Tikka of the Chitora Dojo, fought hard, did excellent Kata and effec-
tive Bunkai on her way to earning her Nikyu. 

Congratulations Adrianna and keep up the training! 
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Fifth Annual Kyu Fest—Charlotte, NC 
 

The fifth annual Kyu Fest was hosted at Charlotte 
Catholic High School on Saturday the 28th of Sep-
tember by United Southern Isshinryu Karate (USIK) 
of Charlotte NC. Following a Black Belt Meeting and 
photos sessions, and introduction of VIPs, the Sun 
Valley High School Junior Navy Reserve Officer 
Training Corps (JNROTC) Honor Guard presented 
the colors in an impressive ceremony which offi-
cially kicked off the tournament, which began 
promptly at 1100 (11 AM). Overall, 160 competitors 
competed in 63 divisions, including Kumite (free 
fighting), Empty Hand Kata (forms) and Weapons 
Kata (forms). Additionally, over  250 spectators 
(mostly direct family members) were in atten-
dance.  The event ended promptly at 1400 (2 PM), 
followed by lunch. 

Since 2009, this event has grown steadily and 
served as a means not only to support a unique 
venue for a kyu ranks (under black belt) tourna-
ment, but also an educational atmosphere in which 
to train and develop newly promoted black belts, as 
well as instructor and mid-level black belts, in the 
nuances of logistics, judging, and operating a safe 
and efficient tournament. 
 
 
Kyu Fest was also supported by a variety of Isshin-
ryu Masters and Grand Masters in the Carolinas, 
including Grand Master Phil Little, Grand Master 
Mitch Kobylanski (host), Masters Tim Boykin, Tim 
Grismer, Butch Mclaughlin, Tim Cunningham, Peter 
Keko, H.P. Henry and Joe Snyder.  

Isshinryu Expo in Thunder Bay 
 

Inviting all Isshinryu and other styles to join us in a 
weekend of friendship and training in Thunder Bay - 
the Martial Arts Capital of Canada. Over 20 semi-
nars, expert instructors, black belt testing, demos 
and banquet. 

 

In honour of Hanshi Albert Mady, Thunder Bay is 
hosting Isshinryu Expo that includes black belt test-
ing, over 20 seminars lead by expert instructors, 
demonstrations as well as a banquet and dance.  
 
Thunder Bay is home to 7 active Isshinryu karate 
clubs and dozens of other martial arts which makes 

it truly the martial arts capital of Canada. See 
www.thunderbaymartialarts.com  
 
Please check out the FaceBook page called 
"Isshinryu Karate Expo".  This will be updated regu-
larly as the event comes closer.  Help spread the 
word about the event by sharing it with oth-
ers.  Most of all set the time aside now to be there. 
 
Contact us through the FaceBook page or contact 
Shihan Susan Baldassi at senseisusan@tbaytel.net  
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Less Is Better 
By Richard Ruberto Sensei 

For those among us who deliberately bite off more 
then they can chew. By taking on too much, trying 
too learn too many styles, too many kata, too 
much bunkai, too many applications, they are mak-
ing muscle memory impossible to do in a very 
stressful situation.  

The greatest danger is since these individuals have 
been training a long time, they do not understand 
they are diluting their base training. They think 
they are improving there skills. Instead of rising to 
the occasion which is self defense in the severest 
situation, they have diluted their training doing too 
many things.  

While they think they are in the stage of uncon-
scious competence, they are 100 percent wrong. In 
that stage, one no longer consciously has to think. 
Their muscle memory just takes over. Had they 
trained hard in one fighting art they would have 
obtained unconscious competence. Should they 

obtain unconscious competence then try to practice 
too many things, have too many applications or 
bunkai while they think they are more knowledgeable 
they have actually regressed.  
 
Understanding there is a basic rule of thumb. Recently 
some one asked which is my favorite kata. I replied, 
they were all important. Each kata is a stage and em-
phasizes certain techniques through different transac-
tional stances, postures and movements. To under-
stand  martial arts is simple if you know the rule of 
thumb. Unfortunately for some, they do not under-
stand simple/less and think more is better. 

The final stage of the kenpo Gokui is exactly this. Get-
ting to a level where you react without a conscious 
thought to react. Automatic pilot if you will. 

  

Brandon Manitoba News 
By Richard Wharf 

Members of West-Man Isshinryu competed in the 
Karate Manitoba Tournament on April 27, 2013 at 
CFB Shilo (just east of Brandon). Congratulations to 
the following:  

Sensei Wayne Smith - Bronze Medal - Kumite,  
Paige Hitchins - Gold Medal in kata & Gold Medal in 
kumite,  
Jenna Cameron - Silver Medal in kumite and 
awarded the "Sportsmanship award" for the tourna-
ment. Incidentily, Jenna, an orange belt at the time, 
competed against the women adult black belts for 
her win. There were no women in her age/
belt group.  

Promotions were held on June 4. The following were 
tested for their new ranks: 
  
Teen/Adult Class 
Jaden Bernardin - Roku kyu (yellow) 
Colton Smith - Roku kyu 

Kathy Nylund - Roku kyu 
David Latka - Go kyu (orange) 
Jenna Cameron - Yon kyu (green) 
Corina Cayer - Yon kyu 
Triton Hiller - Yon kyu 
Tiara Michaelis - Yon kyu 
Rory Westwood - San kyu (blue) 
Robert Brown - Ni kyu (2nd brown) 
Darren Bonnett - Ni kyu 
Jaco Jansen Van Vuuren - Ni kyu 
Bruce Miles - Ik kyu (1st brown) 
Kelly Hiscock - Ik kyu 
  
On June 16 a separate testing was held for Paige 
Hitchins who earned her Shodan-Ho (junior black 
belt) 
  
Congratulations to everyone. You were awesome!  
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The Challenges! 
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The same idea applies to exercise, and most specifically running. 

For most, running becomes a matter of pacing and they can run for sizable distances, 
however, that doesn’t simulate Martial Arts fitness well. For fighting, or self defense, 
short bursts are the driving factor. 

When running, instead of pacing yourself, add intervals, fast sprints with all of your ef-
fort, then continue, and repeat. Those moments of absolute commitment to pushing 
yourself is what best emulates your martial arts effort expenditure. 

The punch. It’s easily the technique any martial artist has done more than any other 
technique (possibly all the rest combined).  Variations accepted, it is included in 13 of 
the 15 empty hand basics. 

Instead of focusing on repetition, focus on response and quality.  Instead of getting 
ready, warming up and doing a set of 100. Over the course of a day, do five. Random 
times, full power and commitment. In real situations, you don’t warm up, start slow, you 
just go.  

Add the super focus and response that comes from committing to the strike, and not 
holding anything in reserve. Throughout the day, decide, I’m going to punch (making 
sure it’s appropriate, and you aren’t going to hit anyone or anything) and throw your 
committed punch, full power, no hesitation. 

That’s the punch you want to perfect. 

Just like the empty hand punch, the punch with the Bo is also repeated very often. And 
in most situations, all that would be required to resolve the situation. 

Obviously you can’t do Bo work at any point like you can with an empty hand punch, 
however, you can practice in a similar way.  Don’t drill the punch, but when you are 
working on your Bo, take a “break” to try it.   

Step in, commit to the attack and drive the punch out. Focus on full commitment to that 
one motion. 

I typically spend a great deal of my time enjoying people to practice more. This encouragement gen-
erally helps and the students improve.  However, this newsletters challenge is a little different.  I 
want you to try to practice less, although, for some, it may actually be more. 

Instead of spending hours a week practicing Kata, or drills, these challenges are all based on focus-
ing on a single area and sharpening the edge so to say. Instead of dulling your skills doing one hun-
dred lackluster punches, instead do five excellent ones. 



Editor & Author—Chitora Dojo 
Mike Fenton—Thunder Bay, Ontario 
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Author—Chitora Dojo 
Trevor Warren—Thunder Bay, Ontario 
Trevor lives in Thunder Bay with his wife Maria.  He has dedicated a great deal of his time to teaching and 
his own training with the realization that hard work is the key to success. 
 

Tatsuo—Dragon Man 
Tetko—Brass Knuckles 

Tonfa/Tuifa—Baton with Handle 

Tsuki—Direct Strike or Thrust 

Tsuru Dachi—Crane Stance 

Uchi—Swinging or in-direct 
strike 
Uchi Hachi Dachi—Inner  Eight 
stance 

Ude—Forearm 

Uke—Hard block 

Uwagi—Gi Jacket 

Yubi—Finger 

Yudansha—Black Belt 

Chinkuchi—Focus and body 
alignment 

Heiko Dachi—Ready Stance 

Ju Dachi—Free Stance 

Ka—Person / Practitioner 

Kanetsu—Joint 
Kime—Focus 

Kobudo-Ancient Martial Way, 
the term used to describe all the 
weapons in Isshinryu and Karate. 

Kosa Dachi—Cross Stance 

Kumite—Free Fight 

Kurakashi—Repeat 
Mae—Front 

Makiwara—Striking Board 

Mushin—No Mind 

Naha—Port city on Okinawa 

Rokushaku—Six Foot 

Sama—Honorific suffix applied to 
a name, denotes respect 

Seretsu—Line Up 

Shiko Dachi—Horse Stance 

Shitogi—Gi Pants 
Shozenkutsu / Seisan Dachi— 
Small forward stance 

Shuri—Capital City on Okinawa 
Tatsu—Dragon 

It is important to familiarize yourself with commonly used Japanese words.  Try to 
memorize all the words each time and you will soon have a large “karate” vocabulary. 
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Contributors 

Karate Terms in this Newsletter 

Author—Chikara Dojo 
Hanshi Albert Mady—Windsor, ON 
Hanshi Albert Mady is a 9th Degree Black Belt (Red Actually) and Canada’s highest ranking  Isshinryu 
Karateka as well as a world champion breaker and trainer of full contact fighters. 

Jeff Long—Assistant Editor 
Jeff Long—Thunder Bay, ON 
Jeff is a Sandan and Sensei at the Chitora Dojo.  He’s also an English major who’s been helping to reduce 
the spelling & grammar mistakes in the newsletter. 
 

Author—Wanted 
Authors are always wanted, why not contribute your opinions or insights? Anyone can offer something of 
value, regardless of rank or experience. 



Article Submission 
Articles are welcome from anyone and 
everyone.  They can be about anything 
related to the Martial Arts, a tech-
nique you think is just great; A better 
way to do a technique; History of a 
Karate Master; a tournament trick that 
works well; ANYTHING! 
All articles are appreciated as e-mail.  
You can send it to your instructor to 
proof read and send in, or directly to 
me.  (Mike (at) Isshinryu.ca) or 
(sensei@isshinryu.ca) 
You can even include pictures if it 
helps your article! 

Dojo Directory: 

Any student is welcome at anytime to visit any dojo.  Before class, always intro-
duce yourself to the Sensei of the dojo and tell them who your current Sensei is. 
 
For a full dojo list visit Isshinryu.ca  We are getting too many to list here. 

Isshinryu.ca 

Affiliate Cities! 
Abbotsford, BC 
Contact: Mike O’Leary 
Brandon, MB 
Contact: Richard Wharf 
Contact: Buzz Cox 
Calgary, AB 
Contact: Charles Boyd 
Cookstown, ON 
Contact: Harri T. Makivirta  
Dryden, ON 
Contact: Rick McGogy 
Hope, BC 
Contact: Norm Losier 
Kenora, ON 
Contact: Steve Davis   
Contact: David White 
Ottawa, ON 
Contact: Tim Leonard 

 

Quebec 
Contact: Pierre Parenteau 

Saskatchewan 
Contact: Brian Smout 
Sioux Lookout 
Contact: Jim Sapay 
Thunder Bay, ON 
Contact: Mike Fenton  
Contact: Trevor Warren 
Vancouver, BC 
Contact: Rachel McGovern 
Windsor, ON 
Contact: Albert Mady 
Winnipeg, MB 
Contact:  Brent Horton 

Canadian Isshinryu Abroad 
Berlin, Germany 
Contact: Ryan Boesche 
Stow, Ohio 
Contact Albert Pecoraro 
 
 

Submissions 

Ode to the Knuckle Push-Up 
 

The knuckle push-up is not a curse 
It prepares our knuckles for things much worse! 

 
Camilla Tikka 

September 9, 2012 


